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ABSTRACT
The Formation Autonomy Spacecraft with Thrust, Relnav, Attitude and Crosslink (FASTRAC) satellites
were designed, built, and operated by students at the University of Texas at Austin (UT-Austin). The satellites were
launched on the Space Test Program STP-S26 launch on Nov 19, 2010. Thus far, the satellites have provided data
showing that all the subsystems have performed to within their expected bounds. This paper presents a validation of
the GPS solutions obtained from beacon messages. It also presents some results from the GPS attitude solutions
obtained from the satellites as well as a post-processing algorithm has been developed to validate them. The postprocessing algorithm is based on a Multiplicative Extended Kalman Filter (MEKF) and is validated with data
obtained with an ORION GPS receiver with a Spirent GPS Signal Simulator. Additionally, the quality and amount
of data gathered at UT-Austin’s ground station is correlated with the azimuth and elevation of passes over the UTAustin ground station. An update is provided on the current status of the FASTRAC mission as well as the plan to
use the satellites as platforms for the amateur radio community and as educational training tools for other university
satellite programs.
INTRODUCTION

objective of the FASTRAC mission is to: 4)
demonstrate a distributed ground station network.

The Formation Autonomy Spacecraft with Thrust,
Relnav, Attitude and Crosslink (FASTRAC) satellites
were designed and built by students at The University
of Texas at Austin (UT-Austin). The satellites were
launched into space on November 19, 2010 from
Kodiak, Alaska on board the Space Test Program STPS26 mission on a Minotaur IV rocket. This paper
updates the current status of the FASTRAC mission,
analyzes the performance of the GPS receivers onboard
the FASTRAC satellites as well as the performance of
the ground station at UT-Austin used to collect much of
the data from FASTRAC, and details the challenges
and lessons learned through the FASTRAC life cycle.
For a detailed summary of the history of FASTRAC
and preliminary experiment results refer to the
references 1-11.

To achieve the mission objectives, the FASTRAC
mission was divided into six operational phases as
shown in the Concept of Operations (Figure 1),
including: 1) launch; 2) launch vehicle separation; 3)
initial acquisition and checkout; 4) GPS onboard
relative navigation with two freely drifting satellites; 5)
onboard single antenna GPS attitude autonomous
thruster operation; and 6) amateur radio operations.
Prior to launch, the fifth phase was modified to only
demonstrate autonomous thruster logic based on
onboard single GPS attitude determination. This was
done because a leak in the propulsion system was found
prior to launch and fixing it would have jeopardized
meeting the launch schedule. After more than a year of
operations, most of these phases have been completed
and all of the mission objectives have at least achieved
minimum success while most have achieved full
success. The only mission objective that is not
expected to achieve full success is that of performing
real-time relative navigation between two freely drifting
satellites. This is because the microcontroller that
controls the GPS receiver on FASTRAC-1 stopped
responding to ground commands before the satellites
were in crosslink range for this objective to be
completed. For a detailed description of the operational
milestones and activities completed during the first year
of operations, please refer to references 1 and 2.

CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS
FASTRAC’s mission is to demonstrate enabling
technologies that will allow small satellites to work
collaboratively in space and enable formation flying
missions.
The primary objectives are to: 1)
demonstrate two-way intersatellite crosslink with
verified data exchange; 2) demonstrate on-orbit realtime GPS relative navigation to accuracies matching
ground simulations; and 3) demonstrate autonomous
thruster firing using single-antenna on-orbit real-time
GPS attitude determination. A secondary mission
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To confirm the accuracy of the position fixes, on days
when enough position fixes were downloaded, the
position fixes were post-processed using a batch
estimation algorithm to produce an estimated nominal
trajectory. These estimated nominal trajectories
confirmed that the accuracy of the onboard GPS
solutions were within expected bounds. A detailed
discussion of the batch-processing algorithm and its
results is given in references 1 and 2.
Verification of GPS Solutions from Beacon Messages
Although the downloaded GPS beacon messages
contain the latest available GPS position fix solution
from the satellites, they have one limitation. Instead of
containing the time of the reported GPS position fix,
they contain the GPS time corresponding to the time of
the beacon creation. This makes using the reported
beacon GPS solutions difficult to use for postprocessing because messages do not indicate whether
the receiver is position fixing at the reported time or if
it was a previous position fix. Nonetheless, in some
cases the GPS solutions contained in the beacon can be
verified and the time when the position fix was
generated can be estimated. If several beacon messages
are downloaded in a short period of time with different
position fixes, then the times of the position fixes are
roughly known. Using regularly updated two-line
elements (TLEs) the satellites’ orbits can be propagated
through the time period the beacon messages are
received using an SGP4/SDP4 propagator. [12]

Figure 1. FASTRAC Concept of Operations
GPS PERFORMANCE
The GPS receivers onboard both satellites have been
shown to be capable of generating accurate GPS
solutions which are reported through the GPS and
beacon messages, see references 1 and 2. Out of these
solutions, there are many more captured GPS solutions
from the beacon messages than the GPS messages
because the GPS messages can only be downloaded
from the UT-Austin and partner ground stations while
the beacon messages may be captured by any amateur
radio operator. Also, since the GPS message is
significantly longer than the beacon message, this limits
the number of messages which can be downloaded per
pass. Figure 2 below indicates the number of tracked
GPS satellites from both GPS and beacon messages.
Since the beacon messages do not record the number of
tracked satellites, when a valid position fix is generated,
this means that the receiver is tracking at least four or
more satellites as shown in the figure.

The reported GPS position fixes from the beacons can
then be compared with the propagated orbit to verify
the GPS receivers are working accurately. Figure 3 and
Figure 4 compare the reported GPS position fixes with
the TLE generated trajectory for two sample periods

Figure 2. Reported GPS Receiver Position Fixes from FASTRAC-1 and FASTRAC-2. [1]
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where several different GPS position fix solutions were
obtained via beacon messages in a short time. The
minimum range between the reported GPS position
fixes and the generated TLE trajectory was found to
obtain the estimated time of the actual reported position

fix. This is shown in Table 1 and Table 2 for both
FASTRAC-1 and FASTRAC-2 which shows that the
minimum range for each point is well under 1 km
which is well within the accuracy of the TLEs.

Figure 3. FASTRAC-1 Beacon GPS Position Fix Compared to TLE Generated Trajectory (ECEF).

Figure 4. FASTRAC-2 Beacon GPS Position Fix Compared to TLE Generated Trajectory (ECEF).
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Table 1. FASTRAC-1 Comparison of Reported GPS
Solutions and TLE Generated Trajectory.
Reported GPS
Time in Beacon

Estimated Time of
Position Fix

20:59:33 08/06/11
22:39:07 08/06/11
22:41:09 08/06/11
07:52:42 08/07/11

20:59:18 08/06/11
22:38:52 08/06/11
22:40:54 08/06/11
22:43:40 08/06/11

generate
a
post-processed
attitude
solution.
Nonetheless, the team remains hopeful that this can be
achieved in the near future. However, the team has
developed an algorithm to be able to post-process these
attitude solutions once they are downloaded.

Minimum Range
Between
Propagated TLE
and Reported GPS
Position Fix
297.2 m
379.6 m
414.4 m
424.6 m

Algorithm
For this purpose a post-processing algorithm that will
be used to verify attitude solutions has been developed
and verified using data gathered with a Spirent GPS
Signal Simulator. The estimator algorithm is a
Multiplicative Extended Kalman Filter (MEKF) that
updates the attitude solution in quaternion form using a
small angle approximation. [13]

Table 2. FASTRAC-2 Comparison of Reported GPS
Solutions and TLE Generated Trajectory.
Reported GPS
Time in Beacon

16:32:07 10/10/11
18:04:33 10/10/11
22:37:33 10/10/11

Estimated Time of
Position Fix

14:52:12 10/10/11
16:38:20 10/10/11
20:02:37 10/10/11

Minimum Range
Between
Propagated TLE
and Reported GPS
Position Fix
490.5 m
612.0 m
522.8 m

In this MEKF implementation, the algorithm estimates
the attitude quaternion and the angular rotation rate, as
well as the covariance matrix of the state. The postprocessing algorithm treats the reported attitude
quaternions and corresponding covariances in the GPS
messages as the attitude measurements and
measurement noise covariances. The state and
covariance matrix are integrated using Euler’s
Equations modified to be valid for the local vertical
local horizon (LVLH) reference frame for which the
attitude solutions are reported in. [6, 9]

ATTITUDE ESTIMATION
For attitude estimation, both FASTRAC satellites use
magnetometer measurements along with signal-to-noise
(SNR) measurements of the GPS signals from a single
GPS antenna to compute on-board attitude solutions. [6,
9] Since FASTRAC’s launch both satellites have
successfully reported attitude solutions. Had a leak in
the propulsion system not caused FASTRAC-1 to fly
without propellant, these attitude solutions would have
been used to autonomously control the operation of the
thruster, however they were still used to demonstrate
the autonomous thruster logic. [1, 2]

Figure 7 and Figure 8 show the results of postprocessing simulated data using the described
algorithm. Using the sample data collected every two
seconds over a two hundred second interval, the
algorithm converges upon the sample data with an error
of less than one degree staying within the covariance
bounds. These results agree with the expected 10
degree attitude performance of the GPS single-antenna
attitude solution. [1, 6, 9]

Figure 5 and Figure 6 show a sample of data
downloaded from FASTRAC-1 on January 10, 2011
showing the attitude solutions from the GPS receiver.
During the time period shown, the satellite begins to
obtain a position fix after the first data point. This is
why the reported covariance is at first large. As the
satellite converges to a position fix, the SNR
measurements become viable measurements and the
standard deviation of the reported solutions drops
below ten degrees as expected. [1, 6, 9] For a more
thorough discussion of these results, please refer to
reference 1.

GROUND STATION PERFORMANCE
Since the launch of FASTRAC satellites, the operations
team has routinely upgraded the ground station
capabilities used to communicate with the FASTRAC
satellites. At the time of launch, the ground station
could run semi-autonomously: requiring an operator to
be present to send commands to the satellite while
autonomously tracking and recording all of the data
gathered from the satellites. Since then, the ground
station has achieved full autonomous capability and can
run a number of predefined scripts to command or
download data from the satellites. After a ground pass,
the ground station stores data downloaded along with
information about the pass in log files which are then
post-processed to extract all the relevant data messages
downloaded from the satellites. By correlating the sizes
of these log files with the max elevation and

The nonlinear attitude dynamics require a high sample
rate to accurately estimate an attitude solution in postprocessing. Because the attitude data is contained
within the long GPS messages downloaded from the
UT-Austin ground, there are only a limited number of
attitude solutions that can be downloaded at each time.
To date, the team is still working on downloading
enough attitude solution data that are spaced close
enough in time from either satellite to be able to
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Figure 5. Reported GPS Receiver Attitude Solutions from January 10, 2011. [1]

Figure 6. Reported Attitude Solution 3-Axis Standard Deviation from January 10, 2011. [1]
corresponding azimuth of each of the passes, the
effectiveness of the ground station can be established.
The azimuths and elevations are determined via
propagation of regularly updated TLEs which have the
nearest epoch time to the beginning of a pass.

higher elevation passes (greater than 45 degrees). For
FASTRAC-2, this is harder to notice since much fewer
data was collected from it because it required a high
powered UHF transmit amplifier to close the link and
this was only possible over high elevation passes
(greater than 45 degrees). In FASTRAC-2’s case it also
happens that passes with the highest mean size for the
log files occurred near 90 degrees elevation which
makes it harder to see in Figure 11. The total
accumulated size of the log files (on the right in the
figures) shows that over the first year, given that most
of the passes over the ground station were lower

Figure 9 through Figure 11 depict the mean and total
accumulated size of the log files over five degree max
elevation increments when the satellites were in stacked
configuration and after separation for the first year of
operations. As can be seen from these figures, the
mean size of the log files (on the left in the figures)
shows that most of the data was collected towards
Muñoz
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elevation passes where beacons were still collected,
most of the data is collected at lower elevations.

plots, it should be noted that an elevation mask of 15
degrees was used to be able increase the resolution of
the sky plots. The data used to generate the sky plots
covered the first year (Nov 2010 – Dec 2011) of
operations, and given that the separation event occurred
in March 2011, this explains why FASTRAC-1 and
FASTRAC-2 skyplots show longer duration of times
above the ground station.

Figure 12 corroborates this as it shows sky plots over
the ground station showing the amount of time the
satellites spent over of the ground station over the first
year of operation. These sky plots clearly show that
most of the time the satellites were over the ground
station was spent at lower elevations. To generate these

Figure 7. Estimated Euler Angle Errors.

Figure 8. Estimated Euler Angle Covariances.
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Figure 9. FASTRAC Pre-Sep Log File Sizes, Mean (left) and Total (right).

Figure 10. FASTRAC-1 Log File Sizes, Mean (left) and Total (right).

Figure 11. FASTRAC-2 Log File Sizes, Mean (left) and Total (right).
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Figure 12. Time Satellites were above UT-Austin Ground Station for first year of operations, Stacked
Configuration Pre-Separation (Top), FASTRAC-1 Post-Separation (Bottom Left), and FASTRAC-2 PostSeparation (Bottom Right).
CONCLUSION

few GPS messages at a time, not enough data has been
gathered that is closely spaced together to be able to
post-process it. However, an attitude post-processing
algorithm was developed and validated with data
gathered with a Spirent GPS signal simulator. The
team is still optimistic in being able to download more
attitude data to be able to post-process it.

Since launch, the FASTRAC satellites have achieved
full success criteria for most of their mission objectives
and minimum success criteria for all of them. The only
mission objective that will not be able to fully achieved
is on-board real-time relative navigation by two freely
drifting satellites. One of the microcontrollers
responsible for this activity has stopped responding to
ground commands. All of the data gathered from the
satellites thus far that has been processed has shown
that all the subsystems have worked as expected.

The UT-Austin ground station performance was also
analyzed and correlated with maximum elevation and
corresponding azimuth of the passes above the ground
station. Finally, as expected, it was shown that the
satellites, pre- and post-separation spend most time
above the ground station at lower elevation but higher
elevation passes (greater than 45 degrees) had higher
throughput of data.

Although some of these data, such as the beacon GPS
data had some limitations, it has been shown that it is
still valid and useful. The attitude data gathered from
the satellites has also shown that the performance
claimed by the on-board algorithms is within expected
bounds. Because of the nonlinear nature of the attitude
dynamics and the limited capability to download only a
Muñoz
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been highly successful. As of the time of this writing,
both satellites are still operational, more than 19 months
after launch.
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FUTURE PLANS
The FASTRAC team expects to continue operating the
satellites in through the end of summer 2012 to collect
more data. After this is finished, the satellites will be
made available for the amateur radio operator
community to be used as digipeaters. The satellites will
also be made available as training tools in satellite
operations for the Satellite Design Lab as well as by
other schools that are participating in the University
Nanosat Program to verify the operation of their ground
stations.
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